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Climbing Boots
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.03.1007%20a%2cb

Title: Climbing Boots

Date: 1930 – 1940

Material: skin; metal; fibre

Dimensions: 18.8 x 10.0 x 19.5 cm

Description: sturdy, ankle-high brown leather studded boots, ankle edge bound by
khaki-coloured woolen fabric, tongue attached and folded at sides, long
yellow laces, brass aglets through 4 metal eyelets each side, lacing at
ankle, thick soles and heel studded by clusters of 3 square-headed nails
set in triangular shape, single nails under arch.

Subject: sports

outdoor

climbing

Paris family

Credit: Gift of Cyril Paris, Banff, 1968

Catalogue Number: 103.03.1007 a,b
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Electric Lamp
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact102.05.1003%20a%2cb

Title: Electric Lamp

Date: 1900 – 1925

Material: metal; glass; ceramic; fibre

Dimensions: 54.0 cm

Description: Tiffany-style, bronze with opaque white glass, bronze base, tall fluted
column on flat circular base (19.9 cm) decoratedby acanthus leaves,
shade screws on by pointed bronze finial at its centre, octagonal shade of
8 streaky, opaque white glass panels, bronze ribs between, bottom edge
trimmed with cast bronze filigree border, 2 bulb sockets, pullchains, long
fibre-wrapped cord, ceramic screw contact at end.

Subject: households

Paris family

Credit: Gift of Cyril Paris, Banff, 1968

Catalogue Number: 102.05.1003 a,b
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Ski Boots
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.03.1006%20a%2cb

Title: Ski Boots

Date: 1925 – 1935

Material: skin; fibre, felt; metal

Dimensions: 16.3 x 9.5 x 29.0 cm

Description: Palmer boots (Ontario) with blue felt at ankle, early ski boots ca. 1930,
sturdy ankle-high brown leather, 3.2 cm band of thick navy blue felt around
inside of top edge, square toes, two brass brackets around sole edge on
either side of toe, leather laces through 8 metal eyelets each side soft
leather folding tongue stitched at sides to opening, yellow numbers
stamped inside ankle: "7 3547", grooves around heel for ski binding.

Subject: sports

winter

skiing

Paris family

Credit: Gift of Cyril Paris, Banff, 1968

Catalogue Number: 103.03.1006 a,b
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